\Ve establish Holder continuity of weak solutions to degenerate critical elliptic equations of Caffarelli-Kohn-Nirenberg type.
Introduction
Our purpose is to establish Holder continuity of weak solutions to IVe denote by ;D:.'(fl) the closure of C F ( f l ) with respect to the norm For a given weight w we denote by L q f l , w) the space of functions u such that
The space H:(R) is defined to be the closure of C"(fi) with respect to
Our interest in these problems arose because of their relation to nonlinear. degenerate elliptic equations stemming from the family of Caffarelli-Kohn-Nirenberg inequalities [2] : if a , b. and p satisfy (1.2) then we have for all u E ; DA 2 (~N ) For best cor~starits and existence of minimizers in (1.3) we refer to [3] . Due to its characterization, any minimizer IL E VA 2 (~N ) , if it exists. is a weak solution to where K ( x ) -const for some appropriate constant. The exponent p = p(a, b. N ) is the critical exponent in (1.3) and shares many features with the critical Sobolev exponent, e.g. (1.4) posiesses for K ( x ) z K ( 0 ) a dilation syrnnletr y. which gives rise to a noncompact manifold of weak radial solutions for K(0) > 0. In order to study problem (1.4) for non-constant functions K , using for instance a degree argument. Holder estimates for weak solutions of (1.1) are an important tool (see [7] ). We derive Holder estimates for weak solutions to (1.1) in terms o f f because a sharp relation of the integrability of f and its representation in divergence form F in the various weighted spaces is not obvious. We compare weak solutions of (1.1) with pa-harrnonic functions, which are by definition weak solutions of where Holder regularity is known (see for instance 181) and prove 
Preliminaries
STe collect some properties of the weighted measure p, := /z/-2" dz and pa-harmonic functions. S 5 refer to 16;. 81 for the proofs. 
Growth of local integrals
We give a weighted version of the Carnpanato-hiorrey characterization of Holder continuous functions.
Theorem 3.1 Suppose R c R" zs a bounded domazn and u E L 2 ( R . dp,) sutzsfies and some CY E (0, I ) . Then u E Co,"(Cl) and for any $2' G 52 there holds 
2). The doubling property (2.1) then gives
We suIn up and get for 12 < k
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The above estimates prove it converges to some limit. and integrating with respect to < over B~R ( x ) n BzR(y) 2 B R ( x ) . we obtain Since x is closer to 0 than y. we have that p,(BZR(y)) < p a ( B z R ( x ) ) and herice
R,
If 1x -yl > F. we can use estimate (3.6). thus obtaining
The proof is thereby complete.
Corollary 3.1 S u p p o s~ fhnt R c IRN is a bounded domaon and u E H:(R) satisfies

{ V u 2 dp, 4 ~' r ' " -~ for any B,(x) c R B v ( x ) and some cr E ( 0 , l ) . T h e n u E Co."(R) and for any R'
R there holds where c = c ( N , a , a , a, cllst(R1, R ) From (2.7) we deduce for any 0 < p < r Since w minimizes the Dirichlet integral we may replace w in (3.9) by u. If we further estimate the integral containing II in (3.9). using (3.8). we get ( Z~) , dp,) and obtain
+4r-21/u11?2(~F(xOj, dbln).
Thus
Taking r = ro. we have for 0
From the above estimate. Corollary 3.1 and the fact that ( N -b p ) 2 / p = N -2 -2a we derive the desired conclusion.
A Brezis-Kato type lemma
As in [ I ] we prove the following lemma to start an iteration procedure. 
Starting with q = p, the lemnia gives u E L$(Q, x / -b~) .
Taking q = -$, we find
E L1$(R. l~l -~p ) .
Iterating the process, we obtain that IL E Lro,
. Then after ko steps
P ( P -l )
we find that u E L,,:-2 (52). Having this high integrability, we may use Theorem 1.1 with f ( x ) = K ( x )~u~~-~u to get the desired regularity of u.
Proof. Let us distinguish two cases. + A 2 r -3~a (~, (~) ) .
